
Class of 2023



Tehya Mae Armijo Alsobrook

"If there's a will, there's a way."
-English Proverb

Hobby/Interest: Focusing on self

Working Toward: Being financially
stable 

Cruz Cazares

"For those I love, I will sacrifice."
-Indecision

Hobby/Interest: Video games,
landscaping, spending time with family

 
Working Toward: Buying a car and

moving out of state

Paulina Cervantes

"Look at me and believe you can be
everything you can see."

Hobby/Interest: Drawing and playing
games

Working Toward: Becoming a Vet



Mashay Jean Dantzler

Viviann DeBurle

“Give to the world what you want it
to give to you." 

Hobby/Interest: Writing poetry and
doing nails

 
Working Toward: Trade school and

buying a car

Antonio Fisher III

"The calmer you are the clearer you
think. Move with strategy and not
emotion."

Hobby/Interest: Skateboarding

Working Toward: Buying a car and
enlisting in the military



Nichele Hooks

"Just wait things out, things will not be
bad forever."
-Vic Fuentes

Hobby/Interest: Painting

Working Toward: ECE Teacher

Lyndsie Jade Mauwee

“Come a little closer, then you’ll see.” 
-Cage the Elephant 

Hobby/Interest: Painting and video
games

 
Working Toward: Buying a new desk

and a car

Logan Morales

"Being ready is your choice."
-Qui Gon Ginn

Hobby/Interest: Drawing and riding a
longboard

Working Toward: A trip to New York
and buying a car



Leonardo Salgado Lozano

"Can’t quit now, got to always keep it
pushing."

Hobby/Interest: Working on his car
and skateboarding

Working Toward: Owning a business
and saving for things for his car

Savannah Sepulveda

"When life gives you lemons, make
lemonade."

-Elbert Hubbard

Hobby/Interest: Hair and makeup
 

Working Toward: Buying a car

Andre Smith

"Don't force nobody to mess with you,
if you gotta rock alone, rock alone."

Hobby/Interest: Roller blading, art,
writing, cosmetology

Working Toward: Buying a house or
car



Samuel Mark Swiedom

"Let's GO!" 

Hobby/Interest: Playing basketball

Working Toward: Buying a car

To the Redfield Academy Class of 2023, congratulations on your
graduation! Your strength and determination in the face of hardships
have been truly inspiring. Remember your resilience, believe in
yourselves, and embrace the power of perseverance. Surround
yourselves with positive influences, take care of your well-being, and
cherish the lessons learned. As you step into the world, may you
shine brightly, make a positive impact, and fulfill your dreams. The
future awaits your brilliance, and I have no doubt that you will
exceed all expectations. And never forget we always love seeing you
back to share your experiences.

Lacey Keele

“Every child deserves a champion—an
adult who will never give up on them, who
understands the power of connection and
insists that they become the best that they
can possibly be.” 
— Rita Pierson 



Ramon Valencia

Amber Ramos

Karen Spracklin

"I think every person has the ability to effect change... Every
one of us affects the world constantly through our actions...
through our every thought, our every word, the way that we
interact with other people we're constantly affecting the
world" - Adam "MCA" Youch

“Education is one thing no one can take
away from you.”

“Maybe the hardest part of life is just having
the courage to try.”

- Rachel Hollis

Nathaly Naus
“Nothing in life is impossible as long as you

take that first step.” 
-Audrey Hepburn 

Renata Brown
“I did then what I knew how to do. Now that I
know better, I do better” 
- Maya Angelou

Kellan McLaughlin
“You have power over your mind, not

outside events. Realize this, and you will
find strength.”

- Marcus Aurelius 




